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Abstract

Plant phenological timings are major fitness components affected by multiple 
environmental cues; thus, phenological traits can have important genotype-by-environment 
interactions (GxE). We use a flexible, data-driven method to characterize GxE in the timing of 
vegetative growth (‘green-up’) and flowering across eight environments and in two highly 
divergent switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) populations. We classified polygenic GxE patterns as 
suggestive of modulation of genetic effects via weather-based cues—or other, unknown 
modulators. >26% of Gulf population SNPs affecting flowering had effects that covaried with 
photoperiodicity and >34% of Midwest upland population SNPs affecting flowering had effects 
that covaried with cumulative growing degree days. 76% of SNP effects on green-up showed 
antagonistic pleiotropy, a change in effect sign, between environments native to Gulf plants 
(Texas) and environments native to Midwest plants (North). In contrast, <2% of flowering effects 
showed antagonistic pleiotropy; the majority (>64%) showed no GxE. Top GxE-associated SNPs 
were highly enriched in the top associations from an independent pseudo-F2 cross of individuals 
from the same two populations. Breeding for particular alleles at GxE-associated loci could 
change flowering responsiveness to photoperiod cues in switchgrass. More broadly, this 
approach could be used to flexibly characterize patterns of GxE across species, populations and 
environments.

Significance Statement

The timing of plant seasonal development (phenology) has major impacts on fitness 
because of the negative consequences of plant-environment mismatches. Here we map the 
genetic basis of two phenological events, the start of above-ground growth and flowering, in two 
genetically and phenologically distinct populations of switchgrass. We do this at eight field 
locations spanning the latitudinal range of both populations. Our approach allows us to identify 
regions of the genome with effects that covary with weather-related environmental features at 
every location. For flowering, these features differed by population: the Midwest population had 
genetic effects that primarily covaried with cumulative growing degree days, a temperature-
related measure, while the Gulf population had genetic effects that primarily covaried with 
photoperiod, a day-length-related measure.
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Main Text

Introduction

The timing of plant vegetative and reproductive development are major components of 
plant fitness affected by multiple external environmental cues (e.g. degree of winter chilling, day 
length, temperature, and water availability) that signal existing or upcoming growing conditions 
(1–3). Genetic responses to environmental cues determine the speed, timing, and energy 
apportioned to vegetative and reproductive growth and shape both the individual’s lifespan and its
lifetime production of viable seed. Day length (or photoperiod) is one of the most predictable 
environmental cues, and genetic sensitivity to photoperiod protects plants from potentially fatal 
consequences of phenological responses to temperature cues at the “wrong” time of year. 
However, the usefulness of specific environmental cues depends on both features of the 
environment and the species’ adaptive strategies (4). Species with wide natural distributions can 
have multiple distinct environmentally-cued phenological responses: for example, populations of 
sunflower (Helianthus annuus) exhibit day-neutral, facultative short day, and facultative long-day 
flowering responses, which vary with their environments (5, 6). Distinct genetic responses in 
different environments are known as genotype by environment interactions, or GxE.

Flowering time, in particular, is a common subject of GxE research (5–11), a key output 
of selection driving adaptation to local environments (3, 12, 13), and a major target for crop 
improvement to adapt crops to local or future environments (14). Changing flowering 
responsiveness to photoperiod cues has allowed geographic range expansion and increased 
yields in a number of cereal species (15–19) and other crops (20, 21). Recent statistical 
advances in studying phenological GxE have involved determining critical environmental indices 
before the phenological event occurs, such as photothermal time within a critical growth window 
(10). However, most studies of flowering GxE focus on finding a single, best fitting form of 
genotype-environment covariance, despite the key expectation that different genetic 
subpopulations, and even different genomic regions, have likely evolved distinct patterns of GxE. 
Additionally, despite theoretical predictions that local adaptation should involve antagonistic 
pleiotropy, or sign-changing GxE, at the level of individual loci (22–25), previous work has found 
limited evidence of antagonistic pleiotropy (12, 26), but has been limited by a known statistical 
bias that reduced detection of antagonistic pleiotropy (26–28). Thus, despite substantial interest 
in the frequencies of various forms of GxE, the prevalence of antagonistic pleiotropy relative to 
other forms of GxE remains unknown.

Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) is considered a short-day plant with reproductive 
development strongly linked to day of the year (29). However, as part of its wide environmental 
adaptation across the eastern half of North America, its photoperiodicity has been predicted to 
differ by plant latitude of origin (30, 31). We previously found divergent Midwest and Gulf genetic 
subpopulations of switchgrass which segregate for distinct sets of climate adaptations (32). The 
Midwest genetic subpopulation is primarily composed of individuals from the well-studied upland 
switchgrass ecotype (33, 34), while the Gulf subpopulation has individuals from the lowland 
ecotype and the phenotypically intermediate coastal ecotype (32). Here, we test if these 
populations differ in their phenological adaptations and hence their phenological GxE. We 
phenotype a diversity panel of hundreds of switchgrass genotypes from the Midwest and Gulf 
subpopulations for the start of vegetative development (“green-up”) and reproductive 
development (flowering) at eight common garden locations spanning 17 degrees of latitude. 
These gardens cover the majority of the latitudinal and climatic range of switchgrass and capture 
the most comprehensive picture to date of the environmental variation this species encounters. 
We determine the genetic component of variation in green-up and flowering dates, then 
genetically map these traits using multivariate adaptive shrinkage (mash) (35), which allows us to 
specify multiple ways genetic marker effects may covary with the environment, and does not have
a statistical bias in detecting frequencies of sign-changing versus magnitude changing GxE. To 
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confirm our genetic mapping of GxE, we compare to mapping results from an outbred pseudo-F2 
cross grown at the same sites. Taken together, our results allow us to describe the environmental
cues and genetic variation affecting phenology in two divergent natural populations of 
switchgrass.

Results

In our diversity panel of tetraploid switchgrass (32), genotypes from the Gulf and Midwest
genetic subpopulations had distinct phenological timings and distinct patterns of phenological 
correlations across our eight common garden sites (Fig. 1A,B). At the three Texas common 
gardens (hereafter ‘Texas’ gardens), located within the natural range of the Gulf subpopulation, 
Gulf green-up occurred before Midwestern green-up, and Gulf flowering occurred after 
Midwestern flowering (Fig. 1A). At the four northernmost common gardens (hereafter ‘North’ 
gardens), located within the natural range of the Midwest subpopulation, both Gulf green-up and 
flowering occurred after Midwest green-up and flowering. At the Oklahoma common garden, 
located near the natural range limits of both the Gulf and the Midwest subpopulations, Gulf and 
Midwest green-up occurred over the same time period. These patterns led to strong negative 
phenotypic correlations for green-up between the North and Texas gardens and contributed to 
positive phenotypic correlations for flowering time of larger magnitude at more northern gardens 
(Fig. 1B).

Narrow-sense heritabilities (h2) indicated that rank-changing GxE for these phenotypes 
was present across the common gardens (Fig 1C). h2 were typically high at individual gardens: 
59% on average for green-up date, and 87% f or flowering date. However, h2 were variable 
across gardens, and green-up dates were uncorrelated (r2 < 0.2) or negatively correlated between
pairs of gardens (Fig. 1B). These negative and small correlations undoubtedly contributed to the 
low h2 values for green-up and flowering date when estimated jointly at all eight gardens: h2 was 
0.8% for green-up and 23.2% for flowering date.

Genetic (G) and GxE effects explained little variation in green-up date across all gardens 
(<10%), but did explain substantially more variation when green-up was defined as a function of a
weather-based cue (SI Appendix, Section S1, Table S1, Fig. S1). G and GxE explained more 
variation in green-up date (up to 60%) when the sites were restricted to either the Texas or North 
gardens, but in this case, defining green-up as functions of weather-based cues did not explain 
additional variation in green-up date (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Interestingly, green-up G and GxE 
effects were larger for populations grown at gardens outside of that population’s native range.

In contrast to green-up date, G and GxE effects explained moderate variation in flowering
date, and explained significantly more variation when flowering was defined as a function of a 
weather-based cue (Fig. 1D, SI Appendix, Section S1, Table S1). In the Gulf subpopulation, 
defining flowering as a function of day length explained more variation as G and GxE than when 
flowering was a function of day of the year (Fig. 1D). In the Midwest subpopulation, a cumulative 
growing degree day (GDD) cue explained more variation as G than flowering date, while three 
additional cues (day length, rainfall between green-up and flowering, and rainfall in the five days 
before flowering) explained more variation as G and GxE than flowering date (Fig. 1D). The 
variation explained by G and GxE was higher when the common gardens were restricted to either
the Texas or North gardens. For subpopulations growing at gardens outside their native ranges, 
G and GxE explained a substantial amount of variation in flowering as a function of rainfall cues, 
particularly for rainfall on the day of flowering (Fig. 1D). Taken together, these data indicate that 
the Midwest subpopulation has moderate additive genetic variation for a cumulative GDD-based 
flowering cue, while the Gulf subpopulation has a similar amount of genetic variation for a day-
length-based flowering cue. They indicate that GxE is present for rainfall, cumulative GDD, and 
photoperiod cues for flowering. 
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Mapping major patterns of genotype-by-environment effects on green-up and flowering

We explored how genetic variation in phenology covaried with environmental cues by 
using mash to jointly estimate SNP-associated trait effects across all common gardens for the 
Midwest, Gulf, and ‘Both’ subpopulations (SI Appendix, Datasets 1-6). We included “hypothesis-
based” covariance matrices in each mash model by mapping weather-based variables onto 
phenological dates for all individuals in a population, then finding correlations in these variables 
across common gardens (Figure 2A; SI Appendix, Section S2). These matrices differed 
substantially by weather-based cue and by population of origin of the genotypes included (Fig 
2A,D). For mash models estimating SNP effects for Both subpopulations, the hypothesis-based 
covariance matrices significantly improved the model fit (green-up likelihood ratio (LR) = 774; 
flowering LR = 2942). For single subpopulation mash models, the hypothesis-based covariance 
matrices improved model fits for Midwest green-up and for Gulf flowering, but did not improve it 
for the other phenotype (Midwest green-up LR = 866; flowering LR = -3063; Gulf green-up LR = -
318; flowering LR = 1279). 

For green-up date, SNP-associated phenotypic effects covaried with different weather-
based cues in different subpopulations (Fig 2B), suggesting that these genetic effects were 
modulated by these weather-based cues. In total, 28.6% of the posterior weight of SNP effects in 
the mash model of Midwest green-up fell on a covariance matrix of average temperature in the 10
days prior to Midwest green-up. Mash models of Gulf and Both subpopulation green-up did not 
have high weights on this matrix; instead, they had small but non-zero weights on two other 
hypothesis-based matrices, average temperature and cumulative GDD in the 18 days prior to 
green-up. 

For flowering date, we also observed that distinct weather-based cues captured SNP-
associated effect patterns in the Gulf and Midwest subpopulations. 12.1% of SNP effects on 
flowering in the Gulf subpopulation covaried with day length in the time period when Gulf and 
Midwest genotypes were flowering, while 14% of SNP effects covaried with day length change 
shortly before Gulf genotypes were flowering (when Midwest genotypes were flowering, Fig. 2E). 
In contrast, many SNP effects on flowering in the Midwest subpopulation covaried with 
cumulative GDD from green-up to the time period during (14.6%) and after (14.0%) when 
Midwest genotypes were flowering (Fig. 2E). SNP effects in the Midwest subpopulation did not 
covary with patterns of day length or day length change at flowering. Few (2.3%) SNP effects in 
the Gulf subpopulation covaried with flowering cumulative GDD. Mash detected covariance with 
both sets of environmental cues in effects estimated using the combined population, in that all 
three matrices had large posterior weights in the Both subpopulation mash model. Overall, 
flowering posterior weights on hypothesis-based matrices were higher than green-up weights (Fig
2C,F). This indicated that our hypothesized weather-based cues for phenology captured more 
variation in SNP effects for flowering than for green-up.

In all six mash models, the hypothesis-based covariance matrices captured a minority of 
the significant SNP effects present in the data (Figure 2C,F). Most SNPs had high posterior 
weights on the data-driven (DD) covariance matrices specific to each mash model; we thus 
explored patterns of SNP effects described by these matrices. We also characterized the overall 
patterns of differential sensitivity and antagonistic pleiotropy for SNP effects at all pairs of 
gardens. 

For green-up mash models, one of the two major data-driven effect patterns was a 
pattern of antagonistic pleiotropy between pairs of Texas and North gardens. The largest fraction 
of SNP effects had high posterior weights on the DD_tPCA matrices, which were overall matrices 
describing all data-driven effects; 61-91% of the variation in the DD_tPCA matrices was explained
by two garden-based patterns of effects (Fig. 3A, SI Appendix, Fig. S2A-C), corresponding to the 
patterns of the first eigenvectors of DD_PCA_1 and DD_PCA_2, two additional data-driven 
matrices which also had non-zero mash posterior weights (Fig. 2B). For all three subgroups, one 
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of these two effect patterns was characterized by large magnitude (>|0.5|) effects delaying green-
up in the Texas gardens and in Oklahoma, with small (<|0.2|) to moderate (|0.2| to |0.5|) 
magnitude effects advancing green-up in MO and MI. 76% of SNP effects on green-up exhibited 
antagonistic pleiotropy in Both subpopulations between pairs of Texas and North gardens (Table 
1, Fig. 3B); only 20% of SNP effects showed differential sensitivity (Fig. 3C). Fewer SNPs (12%) 
exhibited antagonistic pleiotropy and more exhibited differential sensitivity (52%) for green-up 
effects in the Midwest subpopulation than in the Gulf and Both subpopulations (SI Appendix, Fig. 
S2D-I, Table S2).

For flowering mash models, similar fractions of SNP effects had high posterior weights on
the DD_tPCA and DD_PCA_1 data-driven matrices, which captured fairly consistent patterns 
across subpopulations (Fig. 3D, SI Appendix Fig 2J-L). This pattern was characterized by large 
magnitude effects of consistent sign that differed in their magnitude by garden (Fig. 3D). No more
than 2% of SNP effects on flowering exhibited antagonistic pleiotropy between pairs of gardens 
(Fig. 3E, SI Appendix Fig. 2M-R); instead, 34% of SNP effects showed differential sensitivity 
between Texas and North pairs of gardens (Table 1, Fig. 3F), and the majority of significant 
effects (>64%) showed no detectable GxE, or effects of consistent magnitude and sign.  

Confirmation of genotype-by-environment effects using an independent mapping population

We sought additional experimental support for significant SNPs from mash using an 
independent pseudo-F2 mapping population created from Gulf & Midwest individuals and grown 
at the same sites (Fig. 4A,B). We conducted quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping of flowering as 
functions of four environmental cues with high posterior weights in mash, and identified eight QTL
for flowering date, six QTL for flowering GDD, ten QTL for flowering day length, and eight QTL 
flowering day length change, all of which showed QTL by environment interactions (SI Appendix, 
Fig. S3). All QTL for flowering overlapped one or more homologs from rice or A. thaliana with 
functionally validated roles in flowering (SI Appendix, Dataset 7). All flowering QTL intervals 
contained at least one SNP significant in at least one mash run at a log10-transformed Bayes 
Factor > 2, or in the 1% tail of significance, whichever was stricter (SI Appendix, Dataset 8). We 
also looked for enrichments of mash SNPs in the 1% tail of significance (the ‘mash 1% tail’) within
each QTL interval. At the 5% level, ten QTL had enrichments of SNPs in the mash 1% tail. 
Overall, there were 16 significant enrichments (p < 0.05, hypergeometric test) of SNPs in the 
mash 1% tail in the QTL intervals. Our QTL intervals had more enrichments of SNPs in the mash 
1% tail than were found for all but three of these sets of random genomic intervals (Fig. 4C, p = 
0.003). Thus, we were able to experimentally support our mash intervals with a QTL mapping 
experiment using a separate mapping population.

Discussion 
As the climate and the natural environment change, it is increasingly critical to 

understand how patterns of gene-environment and plant-environment interactions will change in 
response. To do this, we must understand the current patterns of trait covariation across 
environments, the genetic underpinnings of these patterns, and the cases where this covariation 
can be altered. Here, we demonstrate that we can associate multiple patterns of GxE with 
specific genomic regions using a switchgrass diversity panel grown at eight common gardens, 
and also that we can assign specific SNP-associated patterns of GxE to both weather-based 
cues and to other, data-driven patterns. We use this approach to study GxE in both green-up and 
flowering phenological data in the deeply genetically diverged Gulf and Midwest populations of 
switchgrass. 

Our analysis of green-up in the Gulf and in Both subpopulations revealed substantial 
antagonistic pleiotropy in effects between the Texas and North gardens (Figure 3A). This result 
supports theoretical models that local adaptation should involve antagonistic pleiotropy at the 
level of individual loci (22–25), and is the first experimental work using QTL mapping and GWAS 
across common gardens to find antagonistic pleiotropy to be common in small genomic regions 
(12, 36, 37).
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Our analysis of flowering showed that the Gulf and Midwest subpopulations have two 
distinct photoperiod-related flowering responses: the Midwest subpopulation is day neutral, and 
flowering is cued primarily by a cumulative GDD threshold; in contrast, the Gulf subpopulation is 
photoperiod sensitive, and flowering is cued by the transition to shortening days. This result was 
supported by observations that expressing flowering date as a function of the day length at 
flowering increased its heritability in the Gulf subpopulation, while expressing flowering date as a 
function of cumulative GDD between green-up and flowering increased the heritability of flowering
in the Midwest subpopulation (Fig. 1D). The genomic regions affecting flowering found in mash 
were also supported by QTL from an independent mapping population (Fig. 4C).

Identifying the environmental cues that are predictive of, or even correlated with, plant 
phenotypic responses remains a major challenge to studies interrogating gene action across 
many natural environments. Clearly, the photoperiod and cumulative GDD cues we identify here 
are functions of the genotypes measured, are not predictive, and capture only a minority of SNP 
effects on flowering. We know still less about the overwintering parameters that affect green-up, 
which is reflected in our lower ability to assign SNP effects on green-up to weather-based cues. 
More generally, it is difficult to predict the time scales over which individuals may integrate 
environmental cues, particularly in perennial species which may integrate these cues over longer 
time scales. Mash offers an opportunity to specify multiple environmental cues and compete them
to explain patterns of SNP effects, allowing us to detect how important these cues are genome-
wide, and how strongly each cue influences each SNP. This is a key development to further 
improve our understanding of genetic variation in GxE.

Materials and Methods
Whenever possible, plant material will be shared upon request. Source data and code to 

replicate these analyses are available at: https://github.com/Alice-MacQueen/pvdiv-phenology-
gxe.git. SNP data to replicate these analyses are available from the UT dataverse at: 
https://doi.org/10.18738/T8/A604BU.

Genotype-by-environment effects on green-up and flowering as functions of weather-based cues
In 2019, we scored two phenological events every two days in two mapping populations 

of switchgrass, a diversity panel and a pseudo-F2 cross, planted at eight common garden 
locations (32, 34, 37). We scored green-up date as the day of the year when 50% of the tiller area
of the crown of the plant cut the previous year had green growth. Flowering date was the day of 
the year when 50% of the plant tillers had panicles undergoing anthesis. We scored green-up and
flowering as day of the year, then linked these dates to multiple weather-based environmental 
factors measured daily at each common garden (SI Appendix, Section S1, Table S1).  

 The formation and resequencing of the diversity panel has been described previously 
(32). The diversity panel contained 134 sequenced, clonally propagated individuals from the 
Midwest genetic subpopulation, and 229 from the Gulf genetic subpopulation. To allow for the 
possibility that different subpopulations had different strengths of connection between our 
phenotypes and genotypes (38), we conducted three sets of genetic analyses: on Gulf and 
Midwest genotypes separately, and on both subpopulations together (‘Both’). Analyses to 
determine narrow-sense heritability (h2) for green-up and flowering, and variance components 
analyses to partition variance attributed to genetic effects (G), genotype by environment 
interactions (GxE), environmental effects (E), and error for these phenology-related traits were 
done using linear mixed models and followed (32). Details on these models can be found in (SI 
Appendix, Section S3,S4).

Mapping major patterns of genotype-by-environment effects on green-up and flowering
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To evaluate the prevalence and kinds of covariance patterns of SNP effects across our  
common gardens, we used multivariate adaptive shrinkage (mash) on SNP effect estimates from 
the diversity panel (35). Mash is a statistical method that allows estimation and comparison of 
many effects jointly across many different conditions; it improves on previous methods by 
allowing multiple, arbitrary correlations in effect sizes among conditions (SI Appendix, Section 
S5). To obtain SNP effect estimates, we first conducted univariate genome-wide association at 
each common garden for green-up and flowering date. We then analyzed SNP effects for the top 
19K relatively unlinked (r2 < 0.2) SNPs per condition using mash, as in (32). Details on these 
models can be found in (SI Appendix, Section S6).  

We generated hypothesis-based covariance matrices derived from correlations in 
environmental cues in the green-up or flowering date windows for the three subpopulations (SI 
Appendix, Table S1, Section S1). These covariance matrices represent correlations between 
identical genotypes drawn from a specific population at pairs of common gardens; covariances 
near one mean that the population has a strong, positive linear relationship in individual 
responses at that pair of gardens, while covariances near zero mean that there is no relationship 
within the population for individual responses at that pair of gardens. Mash SNP effects will 
undergo strong shrinkage towards one another in the first case, and little shrinkage in the second 
case. Mash also generates data-driven covariance matrices corresponding to major patterns of 
effect correlations present in the data. We generated six data-driven matrices per mash run, five 
(denoted DD_PCA_1 through DD_PCA_5) produced by singular value decomposition (SVD) of a 
sixth, overall matrix, denoted ‘DD_tPCA’. We used SVD to present vectors of garden-specific 
effects for each numbered DD_PCA matrix, because the first eigenvector of a SVD explains 
100% of the variation in these matrices, and in our models, each value in this eigenvector has a 
straightforward interpretation, representing the effect magnitude and sign at one common garden.

Last, we characterized the overall patterns of differential sensitivity and antagonistic 
pleiotropy between SNPs with significant effects at all pairs of gardens. To do this, we used the 
‘get_GxE’ function of the switchgrassGWAS R package. This function first determines the set of 
SNPs with evidence of significant effects in both conditions for all pairs of conditions using local 
false sign rates (lfsr) as the significance criteria. lfsr are analogous to false discovery rates but 
more conservative, in that they also reflect the uncertainty in the estimation of the sign of the 
effect (39). For antagonistic pleiotropy, this function determines if effects significant in both 
conditions are of opposite sign. For differential sensitivity, this function determines if effects 
significant in both conditions are of the same sign and of a magnitude (not tested for significance)
that differs by a factor of 0.4 or more. Our use of the lfsr to determine significance and our 
specification that SNP effects must be significant in both conditions to be included means that our
tests for differential sensitivity and antagonistic pleiotropy carry an equal statistical burden. This is
an important advance on previous studies of antagonistic pleiotropy (e.g. (37)), where statistical 
tests for antagonistic pleiotropy were conservative, in that they required two non-zero effects of 
different signs, while tests for differential sensitivity required only one non-zero effect. Previous 
work recognized that this testing bias could lead to undercounting occurrences of antagonistic 
pleiotropy (26, 27), and sought to reduce it by permutation (28); this work does not have the same
limitation.

Confirmation of genotype-by-environment effects using an independent mapping population
To confirm candidate genomic regions and patterns of allelic effects found in the diversity

panel, we analyzed flowering in an outbred pseudo-F2 cross between four individuals, two 
Midwest and two Gulf individuals. The formation of this mapping population has been described 
previously (34); additional details on QTL mapping can be found in SI Appendix, Section S6. To 
be directly comparable to the diversity panel data, only 2019 phenology data from the pseudo-F2 
cross from the same eight common garden sites were used. To compare our QTL enrichments of 
significant mash associations to the null expectation, we used permutation to choose 1000 sets of
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23 genomic regions of the same size randomly distributed throughout the genome, then 
calculated enrichments of the mash 1% tail in these random intervals.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1. Characterization of green-up and flowering dates from the switchgrass diversity panel.
(a) Map of common garden sites and genotype locations of origin, and trait histograms of green-
up and flowering dates. Purple represents individuals from the Midwest genetic subpopulation,
and pink  individuals  from the Gulf  subpopulation.  Vertical  dashed lines indicate  the summer
solstice. Common gardens are arranged in latitudinal order. (b) Phenotypic correlations between
clonal  replicates  planted  at  eight  common  gardens,  within  and  between  two  genetic
subpopulations.  (c) Narrow sense heritability of green-up and flowering estimated within single
common gardens (purple) and jointly at eight common gardens (green), within and between two
genetic subpopulations. (d) Variance components analysis of genetic (G,  purple), genotype-by-
environment (GxE,  blue), environmental/garden-specific (green), and  residual (yellow) terms in
models of flowering time as functions of day of the year or weather, for the four northern common
gardens (North), the three Texas common gardens (Texas), and for all eight common gardens
(All). Dashed lines indicate the cumulative contribution of G and GxE for flowering as a function of
day of the year. Error bars represent 2*SE around the contribution of G. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of SNP effects on different genotype-by-environment covariance models. 
(a,d) Six example weather/hypothesis-based covariance matrices specified for the (a) green-up 
date phenotype and (d) flowering date phenotype. Common gardens are arranged in latitudinal 
order. A canonical covariance matrix of equal effects is also shown. (b,e) Total posterior weight 
placed on each covariance matrix specified for (b) green-up date and (e) flowering date mash 
models. Hypothesis-based covariance matrices (green) are described in Table S1. Data-driven 
matrices (teal) are specific to each mash model, and canonical matrices (purple) have simple 
interpretations, such as effects specific to a single common garden. Covariance matrices included
in mash that had zero posterior weight in all three mash runs on the genetic subgroups are not 
shown. (c,f) Total posterior weight placed on covariance matrices that were hypothesized, data-
driven, or canonical, for the (c) green-up date phenotype and (f) flowering date phenotype.
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Figure 3. Effect patterns exhibited by the major data-driven matrices for Both subpopulations 
from Figure 2. (a-c) Green-up date. (d-f) Flowering date. (a,d) Single-garden effect 
representations (eigenvectors) of the DD_tPCA data-driven matrices, which are overall matrices 
describing all data-driven effects. The percent variation in DD_tPCA explained by each 
eigenvector is shown on the y-axis. Common gardens are arranged in latitudinal order along the 
x-axis. In addition, the first eigenvector explains 100% of the variation in DD_PCA_1, and second 
explains 100% of the variation in DD_PCA_2. (b,e) The number of SNPs with significant effects in
both conditions that exhibit antagonistic pleiotropy between that pair of conditions. (c,f) Same as 
(b,e) except for differential sensitivity.
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Figure 4. Comparison of significant mash SNP effects from a diversity panel and effects from an 
outbred pseudo-F2 cross. (a) QTL mapping for four weather-related functions of flowering, and 
for green-up date, as indicated by the colors: pink, growing degree days (GDD) from green-up 
date to flowering date, yellow, day length change on the flowering date, green, day length on 
flowering date; purple, flowering date; gray, green-up date. Dotted lines indicate permutation-
based significance thresholds for each weather-related function. Stars indicate QTL with 
significant enrichment for SNPs in the 1% mash tail of significance; B, G, and M indicate which 
subpopulation had enrichment: B -  both subpopulations, G - Gulf subpopulation, M -Midwest 
subpopulation. Rug plots show genomic locations of SNPs in the 1% mash tail for flowering date 
for each subpopulation. (b) Schematic comparison of genotypes used for QTL mapping and 
genotypes used in mash. (c) Number of mash runs enriched for SNPs in the 1% mash tail in the 
23 QTL intervals from (a) (dotted red line), compared to 1000 sets of 23 random QTL intervals of 
the same size (histogram). 
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Table 1. Summary of sharing among SNP effects significant at pairs of common gardens.

Sharing 
criterion Type of GxE Proportion of effects

Green-up date Flowering date

North-
North

North-
Texas

Texas-
Texas 

North-
North

North-
Texas

Texas-
Texas 

No sharing
Antagonistic 
pleiotropy 0.29 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00

Shared by 
sign

Differential 
sensitivity 0.49 0.20 0.09 0.00 0.34 0.18

Shared by 
magnitude no GxE 0.22 0.04 0.91 1.00 0.64 0.82

Numbers give proportion of effects that are significant in the Gulf & Midwest populations at 
both of a pair of common gardens and that meet a given sharing criterion: shared by sign 
requires that the effect have the same sign at both gardens; shared by magnitude requires that 
the effect also be within a factor of 2 of the strongest effect. The type of genotype-by-
environment interaction (GxE) represented by each sharing criterion is also shown.
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